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Abstract
In this essay, I will reflect on some neglected aspects in the discourse on design for needs (DfN). Based
on Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of basic needs and Erik Erikson’s notion of identity crisis, I claim that
people in need include designers ourselves. We have a need for a coherent identity and design for
people in need can address our own need. Having pointed out that, I stress that satisfying our own need
is a consequence not a purpose for DfN. Using William Hamrick’s philosophy of kindness, instead of
following the current discourse driven by an ethics of duty, I suggest that kindness can be a purpose.
Derived from the discussions, I give suggestions how to diffuse the discourse to enrich our
understanding of the issue. 

Introduction

In his keynote address at the ‘Common Ground’ conference held in London in 2002, the president of
International Council of Societies of Industrial Designers (ICSID) Peter Butenschön has called to set an agenda for
design for needs (DfN). The call for DfN is not unfamiliar. As Victor Margolin (2002) points out, we may recognize
the seminal work ‘Design for the real world’ of 1972 by Victor Papanek as a watershed. And from then on till
now, certain individuals and organizations have contributed to this cause [1]. The idea of DfN can be found in
the discourse and practice of universal design, inclusive design, user-centered design, participatory design,
sustainable design, and social design. But the fact that Butenschön has still called to set an agenda for it indicates
that despite various efforts in different corners of the world in the past thirty years, DfN is not yet a main agenda
within the field of design. The change has been modest and as Margolin suggested, ‘the field of design would
change through a coming to consciousness of its practitioners’. Coming to consciousness requires deliberate
reflection and we may begin (again) by examining why design for needs, what is its purpose and consequence?

The question why design for needs has been dealt with within the field of design (Findeli 1994, Manzini 1995, &
Whiteley 1993).  The answer necessarily is an ethical one [2]. And that it is a social responsibility of designers to
alleviate sufferings of others by the products, in its broadest sense, that we design. This essay diffuses from this
central idea. While not dismissing social responsibility is a legitimate reason, I will not tread on this route. And
instead of focusing the benefits people receive from us, I highlight the rewards designers get from them. My
attempt is to initiate a discussion that I believe is fruitful and complimentary. The goal is to shed a different light
on the issue and to continue our self-understanding. Thus the inquiry does not directly address why DfN has not
become mainstream within the field of design, but tries to explore some notions that may help designers ‘come
to consciousness’. Based on Abraham Maslow’s idea of basic needs, Erik Erikson’s notion of identity crisis and
William Hamrick’s philosophy of kindess; I propose that people in need include designers ourselves, that DfN
addresses our own need and that kindness is a reason for DfN. I will begin by defining what I mean by need. 
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Need – a contested concept

Tony Fry (1992) has dealt with the concept of need in the article ‘Against an Essential Theory of Need: Some
considerations for Design Theory’. Using the work of William Leiss, Jean Baudrillard, Edmond Preteceille and Jean-
Pierre Terrail; Fry draws our attention to ‘the multiplicity and complexity of need’, ‘the dangers of viewing need
reductively’ and ‘why it is important to see need as always in a variable material condition framed by different
ethical registers’. I accept that any theory on need is contingent and there is a gap between felt need and
articulation of it. I admit that concept of need is complex and that any theory on needs is only one account among
many [3]. Therefore when speaking of need, it is useful to define it for transparency. In this essay, I use the
conception of needs from the psychologist Abraham Maslow as a basis.

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

When Maslow (1970) was formulating a theory on motivation, he established a hierarchy of basic human needs.
They were physiological needs, safety needs, love, belonging and esteem needs, and the need for self-
actualization. Maslow based his account of needs on clinical observations of people. He suggested his hierarchy
of needs was basic because if the needs were not satisfied, people would die or get sick. Basic needs manifest as
various symptoms of needs among individuals in different historical and cultural contexts and are manipulated by
humans. Symptoms of needs do not mean that the needs are secondary but rather they are means not ends
although they might be taken as ends. 

Maslow’s hierarchy of basic human needs is also contested. The contentious point however, is not the content
but the hierarchical relationships. Theoretically, according to Maslow a hungry person is more interested in getting
food than reading design theories. This is certainly true for me; however, there are occasions when I am so
engaged in reading that I delay eating. So it appears that the hierarchy of needs can be challenged. But the truth
is that Maslow’’s hierarchy accounts for the order of emergence of needs rather than the maintenance of the
order. His idea is that lower needs must be satisfied before higher needs emerge. Therefore, Maslow’s did not say
that the priority would not shift once the needs emerge. And the shifting of hierarchy doesn’t invalidate the fact
that there is an order of emergence of basic needs. The fact that we forsake food for intellectual stimulation only
serves to demonstrate that once needs emerge, we must satisfy them whatever the cost. Maslow didn’t offer
explanation for these basic needs. He only hypothesized that they were ‘instinctoid’. He argued that every species
had its own innate characteristic, and it was conceivable that there were some characteristics unique to the
human species. While we may not agree with his hypotheses, we may still agree that once needs emerge, they
need to be satisfied, truly or falsely. 

Design at a moratorium

According to Maslow, the highest human basic need is self-actualization. Self-actualization or becoming what one
potentially is has the same meaning as a search for identity. The developmental psychologist Erik Erikson (1968) who
coined the phrase ‘identity-crisis’ suggested that central to human psychosocial development was identity
development. ‘Crisis’ was used to mean a turning point, ‘a crucial period of increased vulnerability and heightened
potential’ and not a catastrophe. Developing an identity means that we seek to understand, accept and actualize
who we want to be and who we potentially are. In essence, it is to answer the question: who are we?. Erikson also
stated that characteristics of an identity were ‘continuity’ and ‘sameness’ and that identity was circumscribed by the
spirits of the time. An identity is continuous in time, uniform in substance and in sync with the social atmosphere.
The roles that we aspire to play are roles valued and recognized in the social environments that we find ourselves. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the role designers have been playing in social lives, namely giving form to
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products for mass production under what Margolin calls the ‘market’ model, has been questioned. And the
critique has happened with a background of changes in social values such as sustainability, rights of people with
disabilities, feminism, gay and lesbian rights, civil rights, aboriginal rights, consumer rights, etc in the last thirty
some years. We might say that the traditional role of designers is heavily undermined by the currents of our time.
For example, as Manzini (1994) points out, the force of sustainability is ‘a theme that permeates the entire
society’. The professional conducts of designers are necessarily judged from this theme. Designers are increasingly
under much psychological if not institutional pressure to examine our role as designers. 

The call for DfN and all the reflective and practical efforts responding to the call, hint that many of us do not wish
to identify with the traditional role of designers. Many of us would like to discover and construct a suitable role
to play and to accept the image of ourselves that this particular role projects. I would therefore suggest that the
call for DfN from Butenschön not only shows that we have aspirations and ideals that we have not achieved; but
also it signals that we are still in search for a different identity from the one driven by the market force. So when
speaking of people in need, I would say that people in need include designers ourselves. We are confronted with
an identity crisis. We have a need to understand, accept and actualize who we potentially are as designers. 

And without doubt, some may argue that it is nothing wrong with the traditional role of designers and that they
feel perfectly comfortable with their identity and they are not faced with any identity crisis. And as we know,
many designers don’t seem to have a problem. It will be beyond this essay to analyze what psychological
mechanisms those designers use to fight off the changes of the world that impact on their professional and
personal image. However, it is sufficient to say that the world today is very different from the modern world, the
practice of design and the role designers should play can not be expected to stay the same. Actively redefining
this role personally and collectively can not be avoided without some serious repercussions. 

Threats of a confused identity

What might happen if we fail to reflect and achieve a new identity and to develop a positive role to play? Erikson
claimed that there were three senses of the term identity: ‘a conscious sense of individual uniqueness’, ‘an
unconscious striving for a continuity of experience’ and ‘a solidarity with a group’s ideals’. It is the last meaning
that I find most relevant to us. Erikson spoke about the inseparable connectedness between the individual and
the collective. One’s identity is connected with the group. One’s ideals are connected with the group ideals. The
role designers play must be in line with what the society values, otherwise designers will feel very out of place
and thus very confused. As the issue of sustainability demonstrates, if we fail to response to the ‘culture of
sustainability’, as Margolin (1998) says, ‘designers will simply become part of the problems whose solutions other
professions will need to invent’. And I will add to the speculation that the profession will suffer tremendously as
a consequence. If designers fail to adapt to the cultural changes in the world, to identify with its ideals and to
play a valuable role in it, we will likely be left behind or perish as a profession [4]. 

But then again it is instrumental thinking to ask what an identity does to our profession. If we are worthy of living
as an end, not only as a means to something, then an identity must have values beyond keeping our profession
viable. When one achieves an identity, one actualizes one’s potentials. An identity gives meaning and purpose to
one’s act and achieving an identity is part of ‘becoming a human being’, to use Maslow’s phrase. One of Maslow’s
formulations on a hierarchy of basic needs was that the higher needs are uniquely human. The higher the need,
the more unique. The highest need for self-actualization is a need to become what a person potentially is. Maslow
(1970: Preface). contended that ‘(b)eing a human being – in the sense of being born to the human species –
must be defined also in terms of becoming a human being. In this sense a baby is only potentially a human
being, and must grow into humanness in the society and the culture, the family’ (Italics in original) By implication,
if we fail to achieve an identity, then we fail to become the human beings we potentially are. 
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I have stated above that one of the basic human needs is self-actualization or identity development. I have

observed that the call to design for need indicates that we are dissatisfied with how design is traditionally

practiced under the ‘market’ model and that we would like to play a different role. We are in need of an identity

that we aspire and that is in line with social currents. And how we may satisfy this need is the focus of the

following section.

Achieving an identity

How can our need for identity be satisfied? I suggest that designing for people in need can address our need. From

Victor Papanek to Victor Margolin and more in between, designers are called upon to reflect on our professional

role. In reflection we understand who we are and who we want to be. However, identity achievement is not only

an intellectual endeavor because identity is achieved through actions. When someone says that she is a student,

she is saying that she takes on the role of a student and she acts like a student and fulfills all the tasks required

from a student. Thinking or believing one is a student is not enough, at least not to maintain mentally and

psychologically healthy. To be a designer, one must design. This idea is echoed in a statement by Vilén Flusser

(1999:44), ‘a shoemaker not only makes leather shoes; he also makes a shoemaker out of himself’. In short, we

are what we make. The types of products that we design identify what types of designers we are. 

It cannot be overemphasized that an identity is fundamentally social. One can not have an identity without being

in a relation with others. When the Brazilian philosopher Paulo Freire (1994) spoke of emancipating the

oppressed, he suggested that the process of emancipation was not only a process of humanizing the oppressed

but also the oppressors. The relationship between the oppressed and oppressor is intricately intermingled. The

existence of the two depends on their interrelationship. Emancipation of the oppressed is a process through

which the oppressors lose their oppressive nature. Oppression, the oppressed and the oppressors exist together.

The relationship between designers and people for whom we design is similar. Here the point is not that we are

the oppressors to those who are in need although this is not an unreasonable conclusion. The point is that

products are the medium through which we create and maintain our relationships with others. And this very

relationship gives us an identity. We depend on people in need to satisfy our own need. Without them, we can’t

achieve a new identity. It is especially important to draw attention to the point just raised, since it is seldom

mentioned in the literature concerning DfN that designers are rewarded for our actions. DfN has consequences

not only for people in need but also for us. 

Moreover DfN also benefits us in an another way. Designing for people in need is challenging and may conflict

with our own interests. However conflicts arise from DfN can be an excellent opportunity to exercise our ability

to design. As John Chris Jones (1991:135) says, ‘to reconcile what seem to be opposites to resolve contradictions

is the essence of design’. And others also share the same view (Manzini 1995 & Margolin 1995). DfN demands

us to stretch our imaginative and creative power to where our potentials allow. It is a tremendously challenging

design project for the most capable designers. In other words, DfN gives us an opportunity not only to achieve

an identity in line with social currents but also to reach our potentials maximally as designers. 

In sum DfN satisfies our own need for a renewed identity. However, it must be stressed that to achieve an identity

is a consequence and not a purpose. If the purpose of DfN is to satisfy our own need rather than others, then

we can not say that we design for people in need, because it will be a lie. As mentioned earlier, according to

Erikson an identity is uniform in substance; the purpose, reflection, and action of DfN should have integrity or

‘sameness’. Thus while DfN satisfies our need for a coherent identity, to achieve an identity for us can not be its

reason. And now we should turn to tackle the question of purpose. 
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Kindness – a purpose of design

The most straightforward and obvious answer to the question why design for needs is ‘for needs’. If it is not genuinely
done for needs, then we should not call it ‘for needs’. But is ‘for needs’ it? Does ‘for needs’ presuppose some values
that we hold? Is there an ultimate motive that underpins it? Is the ultimate purpose a duty? Or is it sheer kindness? 

Kindness may seem a very soft purpose for DfN. Nevertheless the fact that kindness seems soft may reflect how
ethics of duty dominates our thinking. The philosopher William Hamrick (2002) points out the neglect of kindness
in ethical discourse in general. He attributes its neglect to the dominance of deontological and utilitarian moral
theories, the preoccupation with issues of power and injustice among philosophers and the double meanings of
the word ‘kind’ namely something morally praiseworthy, and natural kinds or natural abilities. I believe that the
first cause of neglect directly affects us. According to Hamrick, from the view of the deontologists, kindness is
‘(1) a function of character, and thus cannot be the object of the good will’s moral legislation; and/or (2) a result
of physical action, and so irrelevant to the state of good will itself. Or they might construe kindness very differently
by identifying it with benevolence or beneficence or at least they might believe that all references to these
phenomena logically include kindness as well’ (In Preface). And the utilitarians are so absorbed in issue of social
utility that they ignore the character of the moral agents to such an extent that ‘(i)ndividual feelings, closely
bound up with the experience of kindness or doing acts of kindness, become suspect to the degree that they can
interfere with the rational calculation of consequences’ (In Preface). Both dominating theories lead to take
kindness not seriously. And the current discourse on DfN appears to be driven by an ethics of duty, and an ethics
of kindness may address the imbalance and command our attention. 

In my view, DfN out of kindness differs from DfN out of either externally or self-imposed obligation. The latter is
done because of some extrinsic or intrinsic rules of obligation. The former is done because we empathize with
others’ sufferings, and enter a state of which Hamrick calls ‘self-transposal’. ‘Self-transposal’ happens when we
take the place of others and feel their anxiety and pains. According to Hamrick ‘kindness emerges in our
relationships with others and their reciprocal relationships with us’ (p.3). A kind act is intentional, voluntary and
it is done for people and for their welfare and it embodies ‘a sensitivity to the need of other and a resolve to
attempt to remedy the need’. In short, feelings for others motivate us to respond to their needs. And motivation
underlies one’s ultimate purpose for action. 

However contrary to common belief, a kind act or kind omission to act is not only a result of feelings. Hamrick
points out, ‘(k)indness is an accomplishment rather than a given, because it requires not only the right sort of
disposition but also a factual understanding of the external circumstances that we wish to arrange to our
purposes’ (p.88). To act kindly requires not only sensitivity to others’ pain but also an ability to assess whether an
act is truly kind in a certain context. If we are genuinely interested in alleviate others’ sufferings, besides being
empathetic, judgements and competence are necessary to accomplish the goal. Kindness, as Hamrick says, is a
form of practical wisdom. Kindness, like obligation presupposes the recognition of needs and the decision to
respond to the needs. It is a legitimate motivation for DfN. 

Seeing from the above perspective, if we design for the sake and purpose of needs, then kindness is as valid as
duty as a motivating force. The discourse on DfN may like to diffuse from ‘responsibility’ to the various
motivations for taking on this responsibility. Thus besides stressing that it is designers’ responsibility, it may be
useful to highlight that it takes strength to take on the responsibility. And discussing how to gather strength may
be of use. To know how difficult taking on responsibility is and to know examples as how difficulties are overcome
may be practical. Besides discussing what prevents designers from DfN, what encourages them to do so may be
fruitful. Accounts on the material or spiritual rewards that designers receive from their efforts may also be
motivating. These diverse accounts will inform us about the multiple dimensions of DfN that currently are not
being discussed. They may assist more of us in accepting to confront the challenge.
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Concluding remarks

Given the complexity of the subject matter and the concepts involved, my attempt to bring up the notion of
kindness as a purpose for DfN is a very crude one. Knowing that, why do I dare? First of all, I feel strongly that
kindness is a key to genuine changes in the practice of design [5]. I must rely on my own intuition to direct my
inquiry. Secondly, kindness is not only an abstract concept, but it is also a quality that we all experience, either as
a giver or a receiver in our everyday life. It is very concrete. Our perception of design and the role we like to play
require us to keep searching until things make sense. And things truly make sense when they are within our
experiences. Kindness may help us to locate the purpose of design and the meanings of our labor. Finally,
kindness as concept and experience can potentially become a general attitude for design, from saving lives to
musing. Kindness is not only a usable concept for DfN but for designing everything in general. For example, the
theory of user-centered design can be narrated by kindness. Besides asking, is a design good? We may ask, is a
design kind?

When responding to the question - what is design for? - that I once raised [6], Professor Klaus Krippendorf said
that there might not be any ultimate purpose for design. I think he may be right. Each designer will find a purpose
to lead her practice. However, the fact that there may not be an ultimate purpose or that we may never know
even if there is one, should not prevent us from seeking. As the psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi observes,
life has no meanings and it must be given meanings. It is because we must create meanings and purposes that
we reflect critically rather than avoid questioning. This essay is such a modest attempt and I share it with those
who may find it meaningful.
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Notes
Note [1]: Margolin (1998) mentioned that R. Buckminster Fuller, Gui Bonsiepe, Tomás Maldonado, and John Chris
Jones were key proponents. And ICSID also sponsored the conference ‘Design for Need’ in London in 1976, and
organized ‘Humane Village’ congress in Toronto in 1997. 

Note [2]: For the relation between design and ethics, see Carl Mitcham’s article in 1995. ‘Ethics into Design.’ Pp.
173-89 in Discovering Design: Explorations in Design Studies, Editors Richard Buchanan and Victor Margolin.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

Note [3]: I disagree with Fry on that ‘(n)eed comes to us from the world rather than from us’, (italics in original).
I believe that need arises from the interaction between us and the world.

Note [4]: John Chris Jones would actually think it is desirable for the profession of design to disappear. See his
contribution ‘Designing as people’ to the virtual conference ‘The Basic Paradox’ held in 2002 at
http://www.verhaag.net/basicparadox/ . Accessed on January 27, 2003.

Note [5]: See also my discussion with John Chris Jones concerning ‘Designing as people’ at the virtual conference
‘The Basic Paradox’ . URL: http://www.verhaag.net/basicparadox/. Accessed on January 27, 2003.

Note [6]: See the thread “What is design for” running between 1st and 18th February 2001on the PHD_DESIGN
DISCUSSION LIST. URL: http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/lists/phd-design.html).
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